What is a Habitat?

An animal’s habitat is the place where the animal lives in the wild.

There are many different habitats. When you visit Knowsley Safari you may talk
about the Savannah Grasslands, the Rainforests and the Deserts.

Can you colour in these types of habitats on our map of the world?
Use the key below to colour in where in the world you might find these habitats.

Red—Savannah Grasslands

Yellow—Deserts

Green—Rainforests

Blue—Polar

Below are three of our animals but they have lost their habitat! Fill inside the boxes
with the kind of habitat that best suits them.
Tree Frog

Camel

Giraffe

Unscramble the sentences below to find out more about the Rainforests
are rainforests by The found Equator the __________________________________
in everyday It heavily rainforest the rains __________________________________
layers rainforest four the are There make that up ____________________________

Circle the words that make you think about the Rainforest!

Sand

Hot
Camel

Dark

Lion

Canopy

Snow

Ocean

Grasslands

Dry

Cold
Tall trees

Frog
Wet

Draw a circle around the animals below, that come from the
Rainforest!

On the picture of our frog below, can you draw lines to the parts of his body
that make him good at living in the Rainforest?

To eat big insects with
To see in the dark

To stick to the tall
trees

To be able to
blend into the
green leaves

Unscramble the sentences below to find out more about the Grasslands
of is in There grass a lot grasslands the __________________________________
are Africa grasslands The found in mainly _________________________________
In seasons two Africa are there ____________________________

Circle the words that make you think about the Grasslands

Sand

Hot
Camel

Grass
Sunny

Dry

Lion

Zebra

Snow

Ocean

Frog

Cold
Tall trees

Wet

Draw a circle around the animals below, that come from the
Grasslands!

On the picture of our giraffe below, can you draw lines to the
parts of his body that make him good at living in the Grasslands?

To help them hear
predators from far
away

To help him camouflage

Dark in colour to
prevent sunburn

To help him reach
the tallest tress

Unscramble the sentences below to find out more about the Desert
largest The the world desert is in the Sahara __________________________________
hardly desert It in the rains ever _________________________________
here can water that Animals go time live without a long ____________________________

Circle the words that make you think about the Desert!

Sand

Hot
Camel

Grass
Sunny

Dry

Lion

Zebra

Snow

Ocean

Cold
Tall trees

Frog
Wet

Draw a circle around the animals below, that come from the
Desert!

On the picture of our camel below, can you draw lines to the
parts of his body that make him good at living in the Desert?

To stop sand getting in their
eyes when it is windy

To give them
energy when
there is not much
food around

To help them camouflage
against the sand

To keep them
warm at night

